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Abstract

Ensuring a language model doesn’t generate problematic text is difficult. Traditional evaluation methods, like automatic measures or human annotation, can fail to detect all problems, whether because system designers were not aware of a kind of problem they should attempt to detect, or because an automatic measure fails to reliably detect certain kinds of problems. In this paper we propose sensemaking tools as a robust and open-ended method to evaluate the large number of linguistic outputs produced by a language model. We demonstrate one potential sensemaking interface based on concordance tables, showing that we are able to detect problematic outputs and distributional shifts in minutes, despite not knowing exactly what kind of problems to look for.

1 Introduction

Improvements in large language models have resulted in their widespread use as text generators. In computer science research, we’ve seen them used to generate summaries of medical papers [1], aid in argumentative writing [8] and creative writing [13], and generate and explain code [4]. In parallel, a number of companies have employed large language models for copywriting 1, creative writing 2, and programming 3.

However, language models are known to have a multitude of problems when generating text. For example, they can generate offensive language, from mildly insulting to terrifyingly toxic [10]. They may generate sexually explicit or violent language [5]. They are riddled with societal bias that exists in the data they are trained on, and the generated text often reflects this in both subtle and more obvious ways, from assuming a doctor is male to describing a particular ethnic or religious group as violent [9].

As a system designer or a user of a large language model, ensuring that a model doesn’t generate problematic text is difficult, requiring extensive trial and error and skimming of outputs, and in stochastic use cases one is still never truly sure what the model may produce. Automatic content filters are known to exhibit the same biases as the language models they’re meant to reign in [2], and system designers might not even know what kind of problems to look out for, resulting in automatic measures that fail to detect many problems. The case of everyday audits, where user-driven auditing

1e.g. https://www.jasper.ai/
2e.g. https://www.sudowrite.com
3e.g. https://github.com/features/copilot

brings to light problems formal auditing did not catch[12], indicates how system designers are often ill-equipped to find the kinds of problems that their users will see.

There is a need to evaluate the outputs of large language models: whether it be to characterize the behavior of the system for formal auditing purposes, or to simply become familiar with what’s being deployed and how it behaves. Human evaluation will remain a gold standard for such purposes. But individually reading the gargantuan number of possible outputs is impossible, and even building intuition is difficult. We see this fundamentally as a sensemaking problem[11], where it’s difficult to make sense of the large output space of a model. In this paper, we propose human-centered sensemaking tools as a potential solution to the problem of how to evaluate language model outputs.

We report on some problematic outputs we have seen occur with users working with large language models, and propose sensemaking interfaces as a way to guard against such problems. We then demonstrate the potential of this approach using concordance tables, investigating the outputs for several test prompts. We are able to find unexpected problematic outputs within minutes, and develop insights about the output space that would be difficult and time-consuming to find with typical methods like skimming outputs or hiring annotators.

2 Problematic Outputs in the Wild

To concretize the problems with large language models, we spoke with seven people who have extensively worked with these models in a variety of settings. These people came from four different contexts: 1) users of a writing tool called SudoWrite that can generate and revise text, designed to support novelists; 2) undergraduates who had been using a large language model (GPT-3[3]) for several months as a collaborative science writing tool as part of a research project; 3) the creators of Laika, a writing tool that generates text based on a writer’s own corpus of text; and 4) a researcher investigating use-cases of large language models in a business setting.

2.1 SudoWrite Users

We spoke with two SudoWrite users who use the program extensively as part of their writing process. The first is a full-time writer of paranormal mystery novels; the second is working on her first young adult science fiction novel. Neither had seen SudoWrite generate anything offensive. The closest type of output was sexually explicit content: as the user described, “It has generated a couple of explicit sexual acts which made me raise my eyebrows, but they were so out of context as to be hilarious. I guess that could be problematic for some folks. But I know SudoWrite has specifically allowed that kind of language into its databases so romance writers can make full use of the tool.”

2.2 Undergraduate GPT-3 Users

We spoke to three undergraduate students who had spent a summer using GPT-3 as a collaborative science writing tool. They used GPT-3 to brainstorm ideas about interesting topics, generate explanations of these topics, and create engaging stories related to the topics. Two of the students talked about strange instances of text generation: One described a time she was trying to get GPT-3 to write about famous stories in psychology; GPT-3 came up with an example about a woman who hated children, and continued to described how the woman committed suicide. Another student said that, when they used GPT-3 in a more open-ended way, it often got “really weird.” For instance, when asking it to generate text about supply and demand using the example of a boy who wants candy, it generated a story about a little boy who has an addiction and has to buy drugs. To prevent situations like this from happening, they typically tried to “guide” the generation more closely, generating text incrementally in small chunks.

2.3 Laika Creators

The creators of Laika had a number of stories of problematic outputs that were seen by their users. Laika users typically provide their own text for a language model to be trained on, and, in one case, a Laika user who is a prominent gay playwright sent the creators a screenshot of a lot of homophobic text coming from his Laika model. Although the creators of Laika understood why this happened—the playwright trained the model on his screenplays which contained homophobic
characters, and the model was mimicking those characters—the user didn’t feel like the model was “in his voice.” In another case, a model started generating filename completions that made the user think the model was scraping data off of their laptop. Even though the language model could not do that, it made the user concerned enough to stop using the system.

2.4 Computer Science Researcher

The researcher we talked to was investigating business applications of large language models. One application was code generation that included a natural language component so a user could ask questions about the code such as ‘Why did you implement it this way?’ or ‘How does this function work?’ Sometimes the model would respond with insults to the user, such as ‘You must be stupid to not know the answer to this question.’ Their current approach to this problem was trial and error prompt engineering to avoid this kind of abusive language.

3 Demo: Sensemaking with Concordance Tables

3.1 System Description

Our interest is methods that enable rapid reading of large quantities of text output. In this demo, we organize the outputs of a model into multiple tables, defined by syntactic and semantic patterns. For example, one table has all cases of an adjective followed by a noun where all the adjective-noun pairs are aligned with each other, while another table shows all mentions of an entity common across all the generated text. Within each table, rows are sorted in such a way that repeated text around and within the syntactic or semantic pattern that defines the table is in adjacent rows. Text repeated across rows is de-emphasized by setting its font color to gray, as a means of visually indicating redundant text at a glance. This allows the reader to skim more rapidly while also getting a sense of which outputs are more common.

To form the tables, we use the NLP library SpaCy [14] with the benepar parser [7, 6] for tokenization, syntactic parsing, and named entity recognition. Tables are formed for a set of general syntactic patterns, e.g., a pronoun followed by a verb, and for each of the most common nouns and entities. We de-emphasize repetitions based on string matching and allow the user to sort each table by the column of their choice. Figure 1 shows part of a table generated based on 1,000 samples for the prompt “Write a three sentence story about a toddler and a toy rabbit.” The patterns in this figure and other tables for the same data are discussed in the next section.

3.2 Example: Finding Unexpected Outputs

We wanted to understand the output space for the prompt “Write a three sentence story about a toddler and a toy rabbit.” We chose this prompt as one that might be used in a setting with a child, where we would be especially concerned about problematic outputs, but we were unsure what kind of problems might occur, if any. We generated 1,000 samples for this prompt—far too many to manually inspect, especially since we were not sure what to look for.
Finding 1: Violent language. By looking at the concordance table that centered ‘rabbit’, we were quickly able to spot unexpected violent language, such as “the rabbit’s was squished and the body was limp” and “the rabbit’s head lolled to the side, its shiny black eyes staring glassily back at the toddler”. There was a whole set of responses that included the rabbit’s head coming off.

Finding 2: Sad endings. By looking at the concordance table that centered ‘toddler’, we saw that many of the stories ended with the toddler crying because the rabbit was lost, taken away, or too dirty. These often intersected with stories that contained violent language, where the rabbit was torn apart in some way, but was not exclusively connected to violent language.

Finding 1: Adding ‘exciting’ or ‘boring’ doesn’t result in obvious changes. The prompt did not seem to be sensitive to these words, with the resulting stories not exhibiting noticeable changes.

Finding 2: Adding ‘crazy’ makes the rabbit come alive. By inspecting the tables, it was quickly clear that many of the ‘crazy’ stories contained a rabbit that came to life (see Figure 2). Sometimes the “rabbit came to life and started talking to the toddler,” while other times the “rabbit chased after [the toddler].” Sometimes this was to the delight of the toddler, though sometimes it was to his or her dismay as the rabbit became cruel.

Finding 3: Adding ‘funny’ doesn’t result in humor. ‘Funny’ stories were remarkably similar to ‘crazy’ ones, in which the rabbit becomes animate and starts to drive the story. No noticeable number of the stories contained any humor, indicating that the model seemed to interpret ‘funny’ more like ‘strange’.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We present a demonstration of concordance tables as a sensemaking interface for human evaluation of language model outputs. Our example usage is intended to demonstrate the potential of sensemaking tools as part of a human evaluation ecosystem. Future work on concordance table interfaces could explicitly demarcate responses from different prompts, or let users pose specific word and syntax queries. For instance, we can imagine interfaces that support contrasting pronoun usage; clustering based on common problematic content like violent, sexually explicit, or profane language; and highlighting semantic outliers.
However, we need not only use concordance tables. Any interface that allows users to more easily peruse and pose questions about large quantities of text will ultimately prove beneficial, e.g., Tempura [15] supports the exploration of short textual search queries. Our intention with this short paper is to highlight the importance of sensemaking in the human evaluation of large language models. Annotations and automatic benchmarks are important parts of evaluation, but they require evaluators to know ahead of time what they are looking for, and understand the nuance of the problems they are trying to detect. This is not always the case, and thus human-centered early-stage evaluation interfaces will remain a key part of properly evaluating large generative models.
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